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Taste
    
        Modern Greek Cuisine at Grandma's Restaurant

        
      GRANDMA’S RESTAURANT of Liostasi Hotel in Ios, honored with a Toques d’ Or award in the category “Modern Cuisine” in 2019, 2020 and 2021, offers an authentic culinary experience inspired by the region's rich culinary traditions.

Refined authenticity along with a cosmopolitan twist, make the breathtaking Ios seascape part of an unforgettable experience.
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            Grandma’s Restaurant

Serving with consistency its purpose of gastronomic excellence, Grandma’s delicious voyage takes place on an open-air deck, as all authentic Mediterranean dining experiences should; by the pool, offering panoramic sea views.

Grandma’s dining, is established through a thoughtful menu that reflects the essence of Mediterranean finesse, with emphasis to local, seasonal ingredients and a winning blend of tradition and novelty.

Grandma’s Restaurant is honored with a Toques d’ Or 2019, 2020 and 2021 award, in the category “Modern Cuisine” and a Top Notch 2022 award.

      		Book now		
      		    

  




    
    
            Modern Greek Cuisine

            Honored with a Toques d’ Or award in the category “Modern Cuisine” in 2019, 2020 and 2021, Grandma's Restaurant offers an upscale culinary experience in contemporary Greek cuisine.
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          The Bar

A worry-free zone that frames perfectly the Mediterranean outgoing mindset, stands between the outstanding Liostasi Hotel silhouette and the captivating sea view that unfolds beyond it.

Infused by the leisured island elegance and singular contemporary artwork, The Bar is an ode to slow living; a chill out sundeck lounge and a skilled bartending team dedicated to offer a fine mix of classics as well as tailor-made creations.
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            A meeting of blues. Sky and sea in perfect harmony
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            Embrace the enchanting nature of Ios.

#lios
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            Serene poolside bliss awaits.

#liostasihote
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            Stark beauty. Bold simplicity.

#liostasihot
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            The Cycladic winds. A melody of nature that soothe
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            The minimalist beauty of the Cyclades.
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        Inspired by Homer’s wine-colored sea, we created in the island of Ios a world that embraces beauty and hospitality.       
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We use necessary & optional cookies to give you the best experience possible. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of all the cookies. You may use Settings for a controlled consent. Read our Cookie Policy. 
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                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
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